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the department now has a facebook page! check it out here. post pictures and news. 
We have 219 fans as i write this. “like” our page so that you can get our updates.

Industry Mentors Help Students Succeed

Students from the Student Space programs laboratory (SSpl) in the Department of 
electrical engineering participated in a preliminary design review for its orbital 
System for the investigation of the response of the ionosphere to Stimulation and 
Space (oSiriS) weather lite 2 (olite 2) high altitude balloon mission on naSa’s High 
altitude Student platform (HaSp) balloon opportunity.

the olite 2 payload is designed to test the basic systems for a cubeSat the students 
are designing and building. on the balloon, they will be testing their navigation 
algorithms, power generation and storage, thermal, communications, and flight 
computer. this mission is an extension of olite 1, which has the same goals but in a 
much larger form factor.  olite 1 will fly this late spring or early summer.

oSiriS studies the effect that the sun and ionospheric heaters, which are located at 
the arecibo observatory in puerto rico and the Haarp heater in alaska, have on the 
ionosphere. these heaters pump hundreds of megawatts of power into the iono-
sphere to simulate “space weather” events.

allen Kummer, graduate student in electrical engineering, is the oSiriS project 
manager and a member of SSpl. Kummer stated that when the sun emits a coronal 
mass ejection (cme) in the direction of the earth, the ionosphere absorbs the 
energy. “the increased plasma density weakens satellite communications and 
decreases gpS accuracy. Huge currents in the ionosphere couple with the power grid 
and the cmes are health risks for naSa astronauts. During its six-month mission, the 
oSiriS mission hopes to measure the plasma 
density at various spatial and temporal scales 
with three 10 x 10 x 10 cm cubeSats launched 
from the same rocket,” explained Kummer.  
launch opportunities for oSiriS are still being 
sought, but is targeted for 2013-14.

the olite 2 student team met with their industry 
mentors from the aerospace corporation via live 
video conference for their preliminary design 
review to discuss their design ideas and receive 
feedback that will be valuable to a successful 
mission.

twenty mentors from aerospace corporation 
participated in the video conference from el 
Segundo, ca; chantilly, Va; colorado Springs, co; 
San antonio, tX; and Silver Spring, mD.

olite 2

SSpl members videoconferencing with their aerospace mentors

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Penn-State-Electrical-Engineering/111182255619823
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Faculty Spotlight

Jerzy ruzyllo, Distinguished professor of 
electrical engineering, joined the faculty in 
1984. originally from poland, ruzyllo earned 
his degrees from Warsaw University of tech-
nology where he also served on the faculty. 
His m.S. and ph.D. degrees are in solid state 
electronics and he earned a doctor of sci-
ence (D.Sc.) degree in electron technology. 

following his ph.D. and an earlier two-year graduate fellowship at 
the tohoku University in Japan, ruzyllo received an offer from penn 
State to be a post-doctoral research associate. at that time, the 
United States was the only real power in the area of semiconductor 
science and engineering; and experience in the U.S. was essential 
in establishing an academic career in this domain. Before coming 
to penn State, ruzyllo knew that the University had a strong re-
search base in his area of interest but did not know where exactly 
the campus was located. ruzyllo stated, ”there is no place called 
University park on any map and initially i was not aware of the fact 
that i should be looking for a place called State college.”  

ruzyllo then returned to poland and earned his D.Sc. degree. Dur-
ing that time, he received another offer from penn State. Since 
then, ruzyllo has been a faculty member in the Department of 
electrical engineering in the area of electronic materials and de-
vices. His research activities are in the area of manufacturing 
methods and devices for semiconductor micro- and nanoelectron-
ics and photonics as well as processing and characterization of 
electronic and photonic materials. a common thread in his re-
search activities is the processing and characterization of semicon-
ductor surfaces. ruzyllo explains, “Under this umbrella, i was en-
gaged in projects which scope was changing as the emerging 
needs and challenges in semiconductor device manufacturing were 
changing. for example, on one hand, i was involved in semicon-
ductor surface research related to the development of advanced, 
nanometer scale, integrated circuits, and, on the other hand, on 
the surface processing issues in the development of nanocrystal-
line quantum dots deposition techniques for light-emitting diodes 
(leD) applications.”

Besides his academic research and teaching, ruzyllo participates 
in numerous national and international committees as well as ad-
visory, editorial, and technical boards. He has particularly close ties 
to the interuniversity microelectronics center in Belgium where he 
spent one of his sabbatical, as well as various french institutions 
involved in semiconductor r&D. He also collaborates very closely 
with Warsaw University of technology in poland. His professional 
services are closely tied to the electrochemical Society where he 
has served in a range of key functions. ruzyllo received the penn 
State engineering alumni Society outstanding research award and 
is an ieee and electrochemical Society fellow. He earned the title of 
Distinguished professor at penn State in 2010 and was awarded the 
honorary title of professor by the president of the republic of po-
land in 2003.

in his spare time, ruzyllo enjoys being involved in the populariza-
tion of semiconductor science and engineering through the inter-
net where he created his own portal for just that purpose. He is 
also an avid downhill skier having started as a young boy and rac-
ing in his teen years. ruzyllo’s more recent skiing experiences 
range from weekend skiing at the local ski resort to helicopter ski-
ing in Utah and all-mountain skiing in the french alps. 

EE Graduate student project wins prize

a penn State electrical engineering student project was recently 
selected a winner of British airways’ 2010 face-of-opportunity 
prize.

the project, WishVast: Building trust and Social capital Using cell-
phones, is a cell phone-based network that harnesses the perva-
siveness of cell phones in africa to build trust, optimize resource 
utilization and supply chains, connect people and expand their 
social networks, facilitate peer-to-peer trade and help people 
emerge from poverty. the British airways prize includes travel any-
where in the world for a representative to conduct vital business 
meetings and admission to the airline’s face-of-opportunity busi-
ness conference in new York and london.

thirty students across seven academic colleges at penn State have 
worked on the WishVast team, which is part of the University’s 
Humanitarian engineering and Social entrepreneurship (HeSe) pro-
gram. the students field tested their technology in Kenya last sum-
mer by connecting employees looking for ad-hoc work with poten-
tial employers. a beta test of the system is planned for east africa 
this summer

the WishVast team has also partnered with north carolina State 
University’s Department of parks, recreation and tourism manage-
ment to adapt the system for connecting rural tourism groups with 
independent tourists in South africa. electrical engineering gradu-
ate student chanakya mehta, the group’s technology lead, will 
travel to South africa later this 
month with the north carolina 
State team to conduct pilot 
testing of the system.

mehta will attend the British 
airways face-of-opportunity 
conference in new York on 
feb. 2 and london on feb. 3. 
the conference will allow 
mehta the opportunity to re-
ceive advice from top international business experts while net-
working with venture capitalists, renowned entrepreneurs, media 
members, and small business owners.

British airways will fly mehta to india later in february to meet with 
key partners, including the country’s Self-employed Women’s as-
sociation and the national innovation foundation, to discuss pos-
sible adoption of the WishVast system. He will also discuss other 
HeSe ventures and logistics for penn State students who will be 
working on HeSe ventures in india this spring and summer.

the WishVast team’s previous awards include a $1,000 carter aca-
demic Service entrepreneur grant from the international Journal for 
Service learning in engineering and a $4,000 award from the clin-
ton global initiative University program.

Students are invited to join the WishVast team through the eDSgn 
497c Design for Developing communities and eDSgn 452 projects in 
community Service engineering courses.

ruzyllo and his wife, ewa, an architect, have two children, both penn 
State graduates. their son, pawel, makes his home in atlanta while  
daughter, Julia, is in new York city. ruzyllo and his wife live in State 
college.
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mohsen Kavehrad, W. l. Weiss chair professor of electrical engi-
neering, organized and chaired the 2010 ieee Workshop on opti-
cal Wireless communications held in conjunction with ieee glo-
Becom 2010 held in miami, fl, in December 2010.

mohsen Kavehrad, W. l. Weiss chair professor of electrical engi-
neering, was quoted in the Dec. 27, 2010, edition of the new 
York times. the article, by the associated press, is titled “ceiling 
lights in minn. Send coded internet Data” and details efforts of 
lVX System to install leD lights which send coded messages to 
modems attached to computers. the full article can be viewed 
here.

i. c. Khoo, W. e. leonhard professor of electrical engineering, 
presented two invited papers:  “Broadband nonlinear electro-
optical responses of nematic liquid crystals for Ultrafast optical 
Switching and image processing applications”  at the material 
research Society meeting, Symposium on liquid-crystal materi-
als--Beyond Displays, in Boston, nov. 28, 2010;  “Ultrafast all-
optical switching with transparent and absorptive nematic liquid 
crystals – implications in tunable metamaterials and nanostruc-
tures,” at the international Workshops on liquid crystals for 
photonics 2010, Hong Kong, Dec. 5, 2010. the talks described 
work done in collaboration with his graduate students S. Zhao, 
K. l. Hong, Junbin Huang, Yi ma and faculty associates tom mal-
louk in the Department of chemistry and tony Huang in the De-
partment of engineering Science and mechanics. the research is 
supported by the national Science foundation - mrSec, the air 
force office of Scientific research, and the army research office.

mohsen Kavehrad, W. l. Weiss chair professor of electrical engi-
neering, was invited to attend the 2011 national Science founda-
tion industry / University cooperative research centers annual 
meeting in arlington, Va, Jan. 12 - 14, 2011. 

mohsen Kavehrad, W. l. Weiss chair professor of electrical engi-
neering, and Jarir fadlullah (‘10 ee phD), presented an invited 
paper titled “optical Wireless networked Systems: applications 
to aircrafts,” at the Spie photonics West, in San francisco, in 
January 2011. 

Ken Jenkins, professor and head of electrical engineering, has 
been elected to serve on the ieee-eta Kappa nu board of gover-
nors as the governor - east region representative.

tim Wheeler, research assistant in the electrical engineering de-
partment, recently received his master’s of science degree in the 
college of education, Department of curriculum and instruction 
with a science education emphasis.

tim gilmour, doctoral student in electrical engineering, recently 
had a paper accepted for publication by experimental neurology. 
the paper is co-authored with christopher lieu, mark nolt, Bri-
gitte piallat, milind  Deogaonkar, and thyagarajan Subramanian. 
the paper is titled “the effects of chronic levodopa treatments on 
the neuronal firing properties of the subthalamic nucleus and 
substantia nigra reticulata in hemiparkinsonian rhesus mon-
keys.” the paper is available online (link here). 

John mathews, professor of electrical engineering, was recently 
elected a fellow of the royal astronomical Society of great Brit-
ain.  the royal astronomical Society is a prestigious organization 
that was founded in 1820 and is currently headquartered in the 
Burlington House in london.  

Qiming Zhang, Distinguished professor of electrical engineering, 
presented an invited talk at the materials research Society fall 
meeting titled “multifunctional electroactive materials and De-
vices” in Boston, ma, in December.

Qiming Zhang, Distinguished professor of electrical engineering, 
was the keynote speaker at the international conference on mo-
lecular materials in Singapore in January.  His speech was titled 
“electroactive polymer Devices.”

Kenneth Jenkins, professor and head of electrical engineering, 
will be attending “reforming electrical energy Systems curricu-
lum Workshop,” sponsored by the office of naval research. Jen-
kins will be serving as chairman of the academic administrators 
group at the workshop which is being held in february in napa, 
ca.

mittra Honored with ieee medal

raj mittra, professor of electrical engineer-
ing, was recently awarded the 2011 ieee 
James H. mulligan, Jr. education medal for 
contributions to graduate education, engi-
neering research, and research training in 
electromagnetic communication. 

mittra joined penn State in 1996. He is the 
director of the electromagnetic communication laboratory. He is 
a life fellow of the ieee, a past-president of ap-S, and served as 
the editor of the transactions of the antennas and propagation 
Society. He has been a visiting professor at oxford University and 
the technical University of Denmark. He has published over 700 
journal papers and more than 35 books or book chapters. mittra 
has three patents in communication antennas.

ieee is the world’s largest professional association dedicated to 
advancing technological innovation and excellence for the benefit 
of humanity.

Bilén named Head of SeDtapp

Sven Bilén, associate professor of engi-
neering design, electrical engineering 
and aerospace engineering, has been ap-
pointed head of the School of engineer-
ing Design, technology and professional 
programs. 

Bilén joined penn State in 2000. the au-
thor of numerous journal papers and conference publications, 
Bilén is the recipient of the 2008 lawrence J. perez memorial 
Student advocate award, the 2003 penn State engineering alum-
ni Society outstanding advising award and the electrical engi-
neering department’s 2002 ruth and Joel Spira award for excel-
lence in teaching.

Bilén received his bachelor of science degree in electrical engi-
neering from penn State in 1991, and his master of science and 
doctoral degrees in electrical engineering from the University of 
michigan in 1993 and 1998.

http://cictr.ee.psu.edu/CICTRnews/White%20LED/Ceiling%20Lights%20in%20Minn_%20Send%20Coded%20Internet%20Data%20-%20NYTimes_com.mht
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.expneurol.2010.12.001
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Department reU program funded 

the national Science foundation recently announced that it will 
fund the Department of electrical engineering’s research for Un-
dergraduate Students (reU) program for an additional three 
years. the goal of the reU program is to provide interested un-
dergraduate students, selected from across the nation, the op-
portunity to be involved in cutting-edge research and thus de-
velop students’ interests in graduate studies and in future 
research in electrical engineering areas.

Welcome Shannon

We welcome our newest staff member, Shannon ranio, pro-
posal and award generalist, who joined us Jan. 3. ranio has 
been employed at penn State since 2001. most recently she was 
the administrative support coordinator for the center for neural 
engineering in the Department of engineering Science and me-
chanics. prior to that, ranio was the assistant coordinator for 
research funds for the institute for manufacturing and Sustain-
ment technologies at arl. ranio grew up in germany and now 
lives in Bellefonte with her husband and five-year-old daughter. 

Waynick lecture 2011

the annual arthur H. Waynick memorial lecture will be held on 
april 6 at 8:00 p.m. in eisenhower audi-
torium on the University park campus. 

the speaker is neil degrasse tyson, di-
rector of the Hayden planetarium. 

the event is free and open to the public. 
more details and information will be 
posted on the department website.

early career recognition alumni award

the Society of penn State electrical engineers and the Depart-
ment of electrical engineering is looking for nominations for the 
early career recognition alumni award. this award honors out-
standing penn State electrical engineering alumni at the outset 
of their career. nominations are due by may 15 and can be made 
by anyone with knowledge of the career progression and accom-
plishments of the nominee.

the nomination form as well as award criteria will be sent as an 
attachment to this e-newsletter. in addition, forms are available 
on our website here and in the electrical engineering office. the 
information can be mailed or faxed upon request.

please contact cathy mcclellan, cls118@psu.edu or 814-863-0253 
with any questions. We look forward to hearing all the wonder-
ful things that our alumni have accomplished. 

mS

ravikant gupta

aditya Hariharan

aditya Jain 

Wai Kei ri Kot

Saurabh U pawar

Urmila p pujare

erik D Weir

Jing Zhou

phD

meng-Ku chen

pin-Heng chen

Jarir m fadlullah

Wenchong Hu

prasoon Joshi

ping Kao

Hyun Soo Kim

Saurabh a mookerjea

Shabnam Sodagari

chia-en Yang

Kyungho Yoo

Dalong Zhao

congratuations to our fall 2010 graduates

SpSee Spring meeting

april 6 

5:00 p.m. meeting and election of officers

6:30 p.m. light buffet/reception

129a Hetzel Union Building

mentors and mentees are encouraged to attend.

following the reception, participants are encouraged to walk to 
eisenhower for the Waynick lecture, featuring neil Degrasse 
tyson, which begins at 8:00 p.m.

Sign up to attend on our website here.

http://www.ee.psu.edu/AlumniFriends/default.aspx
http://www.ee.psu.edu/AlumniFriends/SpringMeeting2010.aspx

